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3 ALFIX MODUL MULTI

The key element of the "MODUL MULTI" system is the ALFIX modu-
le connector. The tried and tested wedge lock principle provides for  
positive and non-positive connectors which are increasingly replacing 
the time-consuming screwed connections of conventional scaffol-
ding. The ALFIX module connector is located at a spacing of 50 cm, 
provides eight connections and can be adjusted in all directions. The 
connectors' regular metric arrangement every 50 cm allows an almost  
arbitrary positioning of scaffold platforms at all levels.

Load-bearing capacity and rigidity of connector joints are endorsed 
by the certificate of approval no. Z-8.22-906. In addition, the system 
has official building authority approval for combinations (Z-8.22-913).

The "MODUL MULTI" modular scaffolding can be used for simple  
façades, complex industrial structures and sophisticated supporting 
structures. State-of-the-art ingenious technology and an easy-to-
handle system enable a fast, cost-effective and versatile fruition of 
most diverse scaffold designs. The modular system is highly flexible 
and can even be used for complicated layouts and varying height 
structures which must be scaffolded.

Perforated steel disc with four 
small openings for rectangu-
lar positioning of ledgers and 
four wide openings for aligning 
ledgers or diagonal braces at  
angles above or below 90°.
Detailed information regarding 
the connectors‘ load-bearing ca-
pability can be found on Page 66.

Modular disc Wedge lock connection

1. Overview
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1. Overview

1  Tube ledger

2 Spacing tube

3 U-transom

4 Vertical upright

5 Vertical starter piece

6 Modular toeboard

4

3

1110

5

9 1

7

12

2

86

1

7 Deck retainer

8 Hatch-type access with ladder

9 Base jack

10 Horizontal diagonal brace

11  Vertical diagonal brace

12 Aluminium frame platform
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2. Preface1. Overview

Dear ALFIX client,

With the ALFIX MODUL MULTI scaffolding system, manufactured by 
ALFIX, you have purchased a versatile and robust scaffold.

In order to ensure safe operation: erection, use and dismantling of 
scaffolding must be made in compliance with the present Instructions 
for Erection and Use.

Please read this booklet carefully in advance and take it with you prior 
to starting the erection. It explains clearly all the required steps and 
security measures in the most appropriate order.

When working through all the pages, the schematic drawing serves 
as an overview.

If you want to deviate from these Instructions for Erection and Use or 
if you have any questions concerning our ALFIX MODUL MULTI scaffol-
ding system, please do not hesitate to call us. We are always happy 
to help.

Your ALFIX GmbH

ALFIX GmbH

Langhennersdorfer Straße 15

D - 09603 Großschirma

Phone: +49 (0) 37328 / 800-100

Fax: +49 (0) 37328 / 800-199

E-Mail:  info@alfix-systems.com

Internet:

www.alfix-systems.com
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3. Notes

Warning notices

Adhere to the Instructions for Use
Any changes to the scaffold must only 
be carried out by the scaffold erector

Do not store material on safety scaffol-
dings and protective shelters

Do not overload scaffold planking

For material storage, allow sufficiently 
wide passage on the planking

Workplaces must not simultaneously 
be one above the other

Pay attention to the possible risk of fal-
ling between the scaffolding and building

Do not jump on scaffolding planking

≤ 30 cm

No entry to the scaffolding for 
unauthorized persons

Keep the hatches at access 
plankings closed

For ascent and descent, use only the 
ladders or stairways available

Do not jeopardize the stability of the 
scaffolding through excavation work

!
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see Chapter "Notes" 
page 9

see Chapter "Notes" 
pages 10/11

General Information on Scaffold Erection / Safety Aspects / 
Precautions

The assembly and dismantling of the modular scaffolding must be 
carried out only by persons who are trained for this purpose and have 
sufficient expertise ("competent person"). It is necessary to observe a 
strict adherence to the requirements of both the Employer‘s Liability 
Insurance Association for the Building Trade (Berufsgenossenschaft 
Bau) summarized in the "Guidelines for handling working and safety 
scaffolds BGI / G II UV - 663" and the notes and stipulations of DIN 
4420 or EN 12811.

In object-related instructions for use and under the observance of the 
German Regulations on Health and Safety at Work (BetrSichV), the 
contractor must, based on hazard analyses, decide on how to imple-
ment the most appropriate protection against falling. In particular, 
technical protective measures, personal fall protection equipment 
(PPE) and a special instruction come into question. As a technical 
protective measure, ALFIX provides "Advanced Guardrails", which are 
documented hereafter separately.

If the result of the risk analysis includes the use of PPE, suitable an-
chorage points on the modular scaffold must be used.

Damaged scaffold components shall not be used. They must be im-
mediately replaced by flawless material. Repairs may only be perfor-
med by the manufacturer of the MODUL MULTI scaffold system, the 
ALFIX GmbH.

As part of the compliance with the Regulations on Health and Safe-
ty at Work (BetrSichV), mandatory risk analyses must be created to 
assess the required safety measures, taking into account the parti-
cularities of each individual case. The risk assessment may need to 
include necessary measures for a possible rescue operation.

If the scaffold design deviates from the standard version according 
to the present Instructions for Erection and Use, the stability of the 
scaffold must be proven by an object-related structural analysis in 
each individual case.

3. Notes

The following safety symbols are used 
in the present Instructions for Erection 
and Use:

Risk of falling

Use helmet

No entry for un-
authorized persons

Fasten the safety 
harness

Attention to the 
Instructions for Use

Outside climbing 
prohibited

The following illustrations and figures 
in this product manual should be consi-
dered as examples, which are not to be 
regarded as mandatory.
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Cap for modular 
connectors

Cap for modular 
perforated discs 

3. Notes

Inspection and Documentation

A release of the working scaffold will only work with the handover by 
the scaffold erector. During erection, modification and dismantling, 
the scaffold erector must ensure that at all accesses display safety 
symbols: "No entry for unauthorized persons". After completing the 
assembly work, the scaffold erector is obliged to create a written re-
port which forms the basis for scaffold marking. The report is to be 
inserted into the transparent bag "Scaffold blocked" and serves for 
documenting the release of the scaffold. Furthermore, the report con-
tains the configuration of scaffold according to the intended use. The 
user of the scaffold must be informed of the risks if the scaffold is not 
operated as intended.
During scaffold operation, modifications of any kind, also in parts, 
must be immediately made known to the erector, and the erector must 
ensure that an exceptional additional examination is carried out by a 
competent person, appointed by him.

Stability

The universal and combined bolsters for base jacks ensure a safe 
and non-slip foothold. They are made of durable plastics. For public  
traffic areas, these highly visible bolsters and caps are very striking. 
They also cover the angular connectors (nodes) and serve therefore to 
prevent accidents.

CAUTION
Erection, modification and dis-
mantling of scaffolds must 
only be carried out under the 
supervision of a competent 
person and by technically 
qualified staff.

CAUTION
For areas, in which modular 
connectors, perforated discs 
or tube ends constitute a po-
tential hazard, they must be 
equipped with the appropriate 
caps.

Universal bolster

Combination bolster Cap for scaffold 
tubes

Inspection Report for Working and Safety Scaffolds acc. to Sections 10 and 11 BetrSichV1

Client: Date: Scaffold erector:

Construction project:

Scaffold type: working scaffold , safety scaffold , roof safety scaffold , protective shelter

Scaffold class: load class 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 Width class: W06 , W09 ,

Sheeting: nets , tarpaulins , Designated use:

Scaffold components apparently undamaged

Stability: load-bearing capacity of contact area *, spindle (jack) extension length *, longitudinal ledgers at root point height *,

bracings *, lattice girders *, castors *, achorings (Observe increased forces in the event of sheeting) *

Decking: boards/planks (completeness, support, quality) *, system decks *

Occupational and operational safety: side protection *, wall clearance *, corner design *, ascents, accesses *,

roof safety scaffold guard net system *, traffic safeguarding *, lighting *, plan for use was handed over to the client *

* ticked = checked and OK

Inspection completed and marking affixed – date of inspection:

Uniformly distributed load max. 2.00 kN/m2

Scaffolding company (company stamp):

Comments:

Date: Signatures. Competent person: Client:

Modifications to the scaffolds must only be carried out by the scaffold erector!

1 BetrSichV = Betriebssicherheitsverordnung = German Regulations on Health and Safety at Work
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3. Notes

Fall protection measures

During erection, modification and dismantling of scaffold, personal 
protective equipment (PPE), an advanced guardrail, or a combination 
of both may be required.
Only equipment that meets the EN standard and the requirements of 
the Employer's Liability Insurance Association for the Building Trade 
must be used. The protective equipment is subject to an annual audit 
carried out by an expert.

When using the PPE, the following minimum heights are to be observed:
when attaching the connecting means
 -  overhead: 5.25 m 
  (e.g. connection disc at deck height of the next layer)
 -  on guardrail height: 6.75 m.
If the spacing between the anchorage points and the ground is drop-
ping below the minimum heights, there is a risk of hitting the ground. 
When anchoring overhead, retracting lifelines/fall arresters can additi-
onally be used. In different situations, this is also useful in conjunction 
with advanced guardrails.

Anchorage points for Personal Fall Protection Equipment (PPE)

If it is intended to use personal fall protection equipment (PPE), the fol-
lowing anchorage points can be used:

 guardrail brace / longitudinal ledgers;
 modular upright;
 connection to the connecting disc 1 m above deck level

As slings, carabiners according to DIN EN 362 with opening width  
≥ 50 mm must be used.
First entering of a scaffold layer: The carabiner shall be attached to 
the connecting disc of the outer upright on the outside of the scaffold 
at deck height. For anchoring the carabiner from top-down to the con-
necting disc, use a ladder. For further assembly work, the above-men-
tioned anchorage points can also be used on free-standing vertical 
uprights, if the guardrail joint lies beneath the deck platform or if the 
vertical upright is connected to other vertical uprights by longitudinal 
ledgers or transoms.

CAUTION
Fall protection measures are 
not required if the work areas 
are at a distance of at least 
0.30 m from other load-
bearing and sufficiently large 
areas.

CAUTION
More information on PPE, see 
BGI 5101, BGI 663

PPE equipment according to 
EN 354/355/361/363.

The connecting means 
between the harness and the 
carabiner must be sharp-edge 
resistant.

1

1

2

3

2

3
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3. Notes

Advanced guardrail

If advanced guardrails are used with telescopic guardrails, a tempora-
ry side protection must be installed either on the scaffold layer used 
for access (further use of PPE) or on all layers to be erected.

In the first scaffold layer (standing height 2 m), the components are 
assembled from the floor; for any further level, the advanced guard-
rail post with the two connected telescopic guardrails are relocated 
vertically only.

Erection starts at the end of the modular scaffold.
Attach the advanced end guardrail to the guardrail post using the 
M10x60 bolt. Hook the telescopic guardrail onto the hook at the post 
and mount the post at the corner upright of the scaffold.
Suspend the guardrail post on the outer side of the modular scaffold 
with the lower fork into the perforated disc 1 m below the relevant 
scaffold layer. 

Fix in the upper section by inserting the bolt into the external small ope-
ning of the perforated disc (see left figure). The advanced guardrail post 
is self-locking.

Now, mount another guardrail post at the inner upright.

Advanced end guardrail

Application example:
Advanced guardrail post
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Then, assemble the guardrail in longitudinal direction of the scaffold. 
Hook the other end of the telescopic guardrail onto the next guardrail 
post and do the same with the second telescopic guardrail.

Now, lift the guardrail post and telescopic guardrail and mount them 
at the next upright as described above. Suspension of the telescopic 
guardrail and installation of the next guardrail post with hooked-in 
guardrails is repeated over the entire scaffold layer. Do not access 
this level until the advanced guardrail has been provided on the entire 
scaffold layer and the uprights and the required three-piece side pro-
tection has been put in place.

The next scaffold layer is protected against falling by vertically reloca-
ting the advanced guardrail post with telescopic guardrails connected 
on both sides. To this end the advanced guardrail posts must be un-
locked by foot, removed from the perforated discs and shifted to the 
next position.

3. Notes

CAUTION
If, as an alternative, the ad-
vanced guardrails are used 
in the access bay area only, 
it will be necessary to wear 
personal fall protection equip-
ment (PPE) for further erection 
on the scaffold layer in areas 
not provided with an advan-
ced guardrail. Anchorage 
points, see page 9.

CAUTION
Do not access the next scaf-
fold layer before the reloca-
tion of the guardrail post has 
been completed. 
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3. Notes

Modular toeboard

The Alfix modular toeboard is 
part of the required three-piece 
side protection on the scaffold 
layers. In addition to the toe-
board, the protection consists 
of tube ledgers at the outer up-
right at heights of 0.50 m and 
1.00 m above the deck. The  
toeboards have special fittings 
so that they can be used both for 
system-compatible decks with 
U-suspension and decks with 
tube fixtures. For this purpose, 
the modular toeboard must be 
rotated around its own axis only. 

The ALFIX modular toeboards 
have slotted fittings. They are 
inserted behind the wedges of 
the supporting ledgers in lon-
gitudinal direction and behind 
the wedges of the horizontal 
ledgers in transverse direction. 
At the corners the toeboards can 
be crossed through the slots in 
the toeboard fittings. 

Toeboard arrangement at the corners

Modular toeboard with tube fixture

Modular toeboard with system fixture
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Deck retainer

The deck retainers are provi-
ded after the decks have been 
installed. Secure against lifting 
by rotating the T-shape bolts 
until they engage.

U-ledger

The U-ledgers for system-compa-
tible decks are available in diffe-
rent lengths. The overview on the 
left shows the possible decking 
of the individual U-ledgers with 
scaffold decks.

Decks 9 x 0.32 m Deck 1 x 0.19 m

0.73 m

1.09m

1.40 m

1.57 m

2.07 m

2.57 m

3.07 m

Deck retaining by T-shape bolts

3. Notes

CAUTION
The U-ledgers have different 
design loads (individual load/
distributed load).
These figures are given on 
page 67 and serve as the 
basis of stress calculation. 

Application example: U-bridging ledger 1.57 m: 4 x 0.32 m decks + 1 x 0.19 m deck
Note: Any 2 x 0.32 decks can be replaced by 1 x 0.61 m decks.
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4. Version with decks for round tube support

Version 1: System-independent decks

Round tube supporting ledgers are used to accommodate system-inde-
pendent planks and decks with tube fixture. For use of decks without 
system fixture it will be necessary to install horizontal diagonal braces 
on the levels to achieve the horizontal system stiffness.

For the arrangement of the system-independent timber planks obser-
ve the maximum spans and minimum overlapping lengths of planks. 
If necessary, provide supporting ledgers. 

Version 2: System decks with tube fixtures

The decks have supporting claws made of steel in staggered arrange-
ment which make a continuous laying of decks without lateral offset 
possible. These decks are protected against lifting by an integrated 
retention device.

The above mentioned lift-off protection device at the steel planks and 
hatch-type access platforms consists of a ledger at the head fitting 
which is pushed by hand under the supporting tube after the plank 
has been mounted. 

These planks with tube fixtures are particularly suited as assembly 
decking to support erection and dismantling of deckless modular 
scaffolds. The tube ledgers accommodating the decks with tube fix-
ture may be used as supporting ledger up to a length of 1.09 m (rein-
forced). The admissible load can be gathered from the adjacent table 
(page 15). 

Steel deck for tube fixture (RE)

Application example: Supporting ledger 
used with system-independent decks

Application example: 
Horizontal diagonal brace

Lift-off protection (detail)
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To absorb higher loads, tube bridging ledgers of 1.57 m to 3.07 m are 
offered. Analogous to the U-bridging ledgers for system-compatible 
decks, they are used for surface-oriented scaffolds.

These lengths have a joist (beam) made of a 33.7 mm diameter tube 
thus becoming a tube bridging ledger. The design meets the higher 
load requirements. 

Tube bridging ledger

4. Version with decks for round tube support

Tube ledger: cross-loads permissible 

Ledger
Ledger, 
reinforced

R-bridging ledger

Length L [m] 0.73 1.09 1.57 2.07 2.57 3.07

Uniformly distributed load
permissible q [kN/m]

21.80 16.80 16.60 10.40 6.60 4.70

Individual load 
permissible P [kN]
at the centre

7.90 9.10 14.20 8.70 5.60 4.50

qq
P
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Assembly of connector (node) connections

Assembly is completed in just a few easy steps. As the node connec-
tion (ledger upright tube) ALFIX chose the well-known and time-tested 
wedge-lock principle. Positive connection of the connector is already 
achieved when the wedge has been loosely inserted by hand. Several 
targeted blows on the wedge using a 500 g hammer until it rebounds 
produce a firm positive connection. At the upper and lower locating 
surface the head piece is pressed against the upright tube resulting in 
an extremely bend-resistant and fixed-angle connection.

Proceed as follows: 

The connecting disc has four small holes staggered by 90°. The tube 
ledgers are installed here if an exact right angle is to be achieved in 
the layout. In the process of wedging, a right angle of this type occurs 
automatically.

Oblong holes are arranged between the small holes which allow for a 
variable ledger connection of ±15°. It helps to form layouts other than 
the 90° grid. Between two ledgers almost all angles are steplessly  
adjustable between 45° and 315°.

For dismantling, unfasten the modular node in reverse order. To this 
end, hammer the wedge out from below until it can be pulled out by 
hand. 

1

1

2

2

3

3

CAUTION
Immediately after assembly, 
hammer the wedges until 
rebound because otherwise it 
is assumed that the individual 
wedge connections are not 
properly closed.

Connecting disc

     Shift the head piece of the ledger la-
terally over the perforated disc with the 
wedge being horizontally placed on the 
ledger tube securely held at the tip by 
a rivet.

    The ledger is locked in place by lif-
ting and inserting the wedge into the 
connecting disc and       by hammering it 
until the wedge is friction-locked to the 
upright tube.

CAUTION
Prior to any further use, check 
all components for damage. 
The components must neither 
be bent nor otherwise defor-
med. The wedge at the ledger 
head must be freely movable 
and remain captive in the 
connection. 

1 2 3

5. Basic principles
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6. Scaffold erection

Initially, position the base jacks 
at the required longitudinal and 
transverse distances using the 
ledgers laid out.
If necessary, provide load-distri-
buting bolsters (timber planks, 
squared timber). Use wedge-type 
timber on slopes.
 

The supporting points must be 
placed on stable ground so that 
the forces from the scaffold can 
be passed on to the building 
ground.
Fit the vertical starting elements 
on the base jacks and connect 
them with the ledgers of the re-
quired bay length.
Level the fall of ground by adjus-
ting the nuts at the spindle foot. 
Start with the highest point on 
the ground. 

CAUTION
It must be ensured that the 
footing has a sufficient load-
bearing capacity. If necessary, 
use suitable bolsters. 

The spindles must not exceed 
the maximum extension length 
prescribed to avoid the risk of 
collapse. 
See also data sheets attached 
from page 49.

6.1 Façade scaffolding
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6. Scaffold erection

Before the wedges are hamme-
red in, check the horizontal posi-
tion of the ledgers using a spirit 
level. Check the squareness or 
ensure it by using horizontal di-
agonal braces. 

After wedging, the scaffold has 
the proper layout so that further 
erection is easily attainable wit-
hout major realignment.

Put the uprights into the starting 
elements and connect them with 
U-transoms in transverse direc-
tion at a spacing of 2 m. 

When decks with tube fixtures 
are used, the cross-connection 
is made by tube ledgers. 
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6. Scaffold erection

Next, hook in the scaffold decks 
and internal hatch-type accesses. 
The bracing of the scaffold in lon-
gitudinal and transverse direction 
is done by vertical diagonal braces 
wedged into the large holes of the 
connecting discs. The number of 
diagonal braces necessary is de-
termined by a stress calculation.
The standard version according 
to Z-8.22-906 requires no vertical 
diagonal braces. 

Repeat the previous steps for 
the erection of the next storeys, 
i.e. fit the next uprights on the 
existing ones, and secure by 
locking clips if needs be and 
reinforce with vertical diagonal 
braces, tube ledgers and decks.

CAUTION
Free-standing, unstable scaf-
folds must be anchored when 
the prescribed tie height has 
been reached. 

CAUTION
For the erection of scaffolds, 
use the advanced guardrails 
and the PPE, if necessary (see 
page 9). 
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System-compatible decks alrea-
dy installed must be protected 
against lift-off by deck retainers. 
Install the 3-piece side protec-
tion when the planned working 
height has been reached or de-
pending on the intended use of 
the scaffold. Provide one ledger 
each at a height of 0.5 m as 
midrail and at 1 m as a handrail 
and the toeboard in every bay in 
longitudinal direction and at the 
ends.

When system-compatible decks 
are used no tube ledgers are 
needed in longitudinal direction. 
They have to remain in V-anchor 
bays, however.
For standard erection heights up 
to 24 m plus spindle extension, 
the erection can be gathered 
from the approval Z-8.22-906. 
The anchor points and the diago-
nal braces are given in Chapter 8 
"Standard design" from page 49.

6. Scaffold erection
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6.2 Dismantling of façade scaffolds

Dismantle the façade scaffolding in reverse order, immediately remo-
ve components that have been loosened and put them on the floor. 
Never throw down any material heavily. First, put the advanced side 
guardrails back in place on the uppermost layer. The anchor points 
of the scaffold may only be removed after all components of the over-
lying scaffold layers have been dismantled. 

7. Types of scaffold erection

All types of erection shown so far are approved as a system for use 
as façade scaffold. Other versions are examples that deviate from the 
standard version and are to be documented on a separate static proof. 
Stability checks for such special structures may be requested from  
ALFIX GmbH.

Erection and dismantling of the modular scaffold shall be reserved 
for persons who have the necessary qualifications and knowledge. 
The information by BG Bau [Employer's Liability Insurance Association 
for the Building Trade "Guidelines for handling working and safety 
scaffolds BGI / G II UV - 663" [Handlungsanleitung für den Umgang 
mit Arbeits- und Schutzgerüsten] and the notes and stipulations of  
DIN 4420 or EN 12811 must be observed.

According to the requirements of the German Regulations on Health 
and Safety at Work (BetrSichV), hazard analyses must be made to as-
sess the necessary measures with due regard being given to the spe-
cific conditions of an individual case. If required, the risk assessment 
must include the measures to be taken in a potential rescue operation. 

The stability of a scaffold other than the standard version according 
to these instructions for erection and use, must be verified through a 
stress analysis of the particular individual scaffold. 

7. Types of scaffold erection
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7. Types of scaffold erection

7.1 Reinforcement scaffold
7.1.1 Version 1

Contact area = 1.40 m width x bay length selected;
Max. standing height: 6.54 m (= working height 8.54 m)

The bay lengths may vary 
between 1.57 m and 3.07 m 
as needed.

Heightening access (by 2 m each) Heightening extension (by 2 m each)

Base access Base extension

REINFORCEMENT 
SCAFFOLD

It is a craneable working 
scaffold primarily used for 
reinforcements. As a standard, 
the reinforcement scaffolds 
consist of a max. of three 
adjoining bays and can be 
raised up to a working height 
of 12.54 m, depending on the 
version.

CAUTION
The minimum width of the 
individual reinforcement 
scaffold bay is 2.57 m.
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7. Types of scaffold erection

1  U-transom 1.40 m

2 Base jack holder

3 Spigot fitting for U-bridging  

 ledger

A  0.73 m

B 1.40 m

C 1.57 - 3.07 m

 (Minimum width 3.07 m)

4 Steel deck

5 Modular bracket brace

6 Spindle nut

CAUTION
The figure shows the maximum standing height of this 
version. Please observe the information on anchoring and 
what to do at the end of the working day or in the event of 
a weather change on page 27.

1 2

B
C

3 54 6

A

0,54 m

2,54 m

4,54 m

6,54 m

Maximum 

standing 

height
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7.1.2 Reinforcement scaffold, version 2

Contact area = 2.13 m width x bay length selected
Max. standing height: 10.54 m ( = working height 12.54 m)

The bay lengths may vary 
between 1.57 m and 3.07 m 
as needed.

Heightening access (by 2 m each) Heightening extension (by 2 m each)

Base access Base extension

7. Types of scaffold erection

REINFORCEMENT 
SCAFFOLD

Basic system versions 1 and 2 
with load classes 1 – 3;
EN 12811-1; 0.75 – 2.00 kN/m²

CAUTION
The minimum width of an 
individual reinforcement 
scaffold bay is 2.57 m.
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7. Types of scaffold erection

1  U-transom 0.73 m

2 U-transom 1.40 m

3 Base jack holder

4 Spigot fitting for 

A  0.73 m

B 2.13 m

C 1.57 - 3.07 m

 (Minimum width 3.07 m)

 U-bridging ledger

5 Steel deck

6 Modular bracket brace

7 Spindle nut

CAUTION
The figure shows the maximum standing height of this version. 
Please observe the arrangement and number of pressure ties 
necessary for the relevant height as well as the information on 
anchoring and what to do at the end of the working day or in 
the event of a weather change on page 27.

1 2 3

A
B C

4 65 7

0,54 m

2,54 m

4,54 m

6,54 m

8,54 m

10,54 m

Maximum 

standing 

height
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7. Types of scaffold erection

7.1.3 Crane operations

Attach the lifting straps to the uprights as shown in the figure.
Ensure this is done directly below the perforated disc of the upper 
deck surface. Use lifting straps of a suitable length to form an angle 
of inclination of 45° - 60°. If necessary, make additional use of a four-
strand chain suspension. 

CAUTION
 Unplug all connections.

Mount spindle locks.

Use textile lifting straps and 
four-strand chain suspension.

Dead weight in kg / max. reaction force in kN

Version 1
Contact area 1.40 m

Version 2
Contact area 2.13 m

Standing 
height in m

1 bay
3,07 m

2 bays
6,14 m

3 bays
9,21 m

1 bay
3,07 m

2 bays
6,14 m

3 bays
9,21 m

2,22 - 2,54 343 / 3,7 618 / 7,2 894 / 7,2 360/3,8 643 / 7,2 926 / 7,2

4,22 - 4,54 525 / 5,6 944 / 10,7 1.364 / 10,7 541/5,6 969 / 10,7 1.397 / 10,7

6,22 - 6,54 707 / 6,5 1.271 / 12,4 1.835 / 12,4 723/6,5 1.296 / 12,4 1.868 / 12,4

8,22 - 8,54 - - - 905/7,5 1.622 / 14,1 2.338 / 14,1

10,22 - 10,54 - - - 1.087/8,5 1.948 / 15,7 2.809 / 15,7

45° - 60°

F - reaction force per scaffold axis
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7. Types of scaffold erection

7.1.4 Anchoring

For other versions of the reinforcement scaffold from a standing height 
of 8.22 m, it is necessary for stability reasons to use pressure ties to 
be provided under the deck level 6.22 – 6.54 m in every scaffold axis. 
This is done by a scaffold tube which is fastened through standard 
couplers to the uprights below the perforated discs and rests against 
the formwork. To prevent the tube from damaging the formwork shee-
ting, it is provided with a cap.

CAUTION
The load-bearing capacity of 
formwork must be verified on-
site by the customer.

Compressive forces in kN

Standing 
height in m

Version 1
Contact area 1.40 m

Version 2
Contact area 2.13 m

2.22 - 2.54 No support* No support* 

4.22 - 4.54 No support* No support* 

6.22 - 6.54 No support* No support* 

8.22 - 8.54 Not possible 0.9

10.22 - 10.54 Not possible     1.1**

The reinforcement scaffolds have been 
designed based on the requirements for 
day scaffolds. 
Dynamic pressure q = 0.2 kN/m².  
"Working wind" corresponds to 8 Beau-
fort (62 – 74 km/h). For version 2 rein-
forcement scaffolds, standing height 
10.22 – 10.54 m, the day wind is limited 
to 6 Beaufort (39 – 49 km/h). A working 
wind of 8 Beaufort at this standing 
height requires a compression-resistant 
and tension-proof anchorage below the 
deck level of 6.54 m, at right angles and 
parallel in every axis as a continuous tie 
over the inner and outer uprights (same 
principle as for the pressure tie). For 
winds up to this speed, the reinforce-
ment scaffolds may be set up unan-
chored, if they are located in front of
wall formworks or are provided with 
pressure ties, depending on the stan-
ding height. See also the table on this 
page.
At higher wind speeds, the reinforce-
ment scaffolds must be protected 
against tilting daily at the end of the 
working day and in case of a sudden 
change of weather. The following proce-
dures can be applied:
1.  Anchoring by using scaffold ties,   
 tension-proof and compression-
 resistant, at a right angle and in 
 parallel on a suitable ground (brick-
 work, concrete etc.) below the deck 
 level 6.22 - 6.54 m. See also page 20.
2.  Connecting multiple reinforcement   
 scaffolds to one another by using 
 tubes and couplers or tube ledgers 
 to enlarge the contact area. For this 
 purpose, a scaffold height to contact  
 area ratio of 3:2 should be striven for. 
The kind of protection depends on the 
size of the reinforcement scaffolds, the 
wind speeds and the local conditions. 

* Reinforcement scaffolds of the given standing height need no anchoring or pressure 
support for wind speeds of up to 8 Bft, if the scaffolds are located in front of a wall 
formwork and are properly secured at the end of the working day or in the event of 
weather changes. 
** Only possible for day winds of 6 Beaufort.
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7.1.5 Erection of the reinforcement scaffold

1

1

2

3

3

 Initially, position the base 
jacks at the planned longitudinal 
and transverse spacings using 
the ledgers laid out. If neces-
sary, provide load-distributing 
bolsters (timber planks, squared 
timber). Use wedge-type timber 
for slopes.

 The supporting points must 
be on a solid ground so that 
the forces from the scaffold can 
be passed on to the building 
ground.
Fit the vertical starting elements 
to the base jacks and connect 
them with the ledgers of requi-
red bay length.
Level the fall of ground by adjus-
ting the nuts at the spindle foot. 
Start with the highest point on 
the ground for height compen-
sation.

 Before the wedges are ham-
mered in, check the horizontal 
position of the ledgers using a 
spirit level. Check the square-
ness. After wedging, the scaffold 
has the proper layout so that fur-
ther erection can be carried out 
easily without any major realign-
ment.

CAUTION
It must be ensured that the 
ground has a sufficient load-
bearing capacity. If necessary, 
use suitable bolsters.

The spindles must not exceed 
the prescribed extension 
lengths to avoid the risk of 
collapse. 

2
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 Suspend steel planks into 
the U-transoms, two per bay. 
Move the same as far as it will 
go towards the wall to be com-
pleted.

 Remove the hinged pins 
from the spigot fittings for the 
U-bridging ledgers and fit one 
spigot fitting each on the U-tran-
som. Then, put the hinged pin in 
place once again.

 Next, mount the deck retai-
ners onto the U-transoms.

 Put the uprights 3.0 m on 
the vertical starter pieces at 
the inner side of the scaffold 
and connect them with the tube 
ledgers in longitudinal direction 
at a height of 2 m. 

7. Types of scaffold erection

4

4

5

6

7

7

6

5
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 At the same height of 2 m, 
mount the U-transoms 0.73 m at 
angles of 90° to the tube ledgers.

 

 Subsequently, fit the up-
rights 3.0 m on the spigot fit-
tings for U-transoms and con-
nect them immediately with the 
previously mounted U-transom 
0.73 m. 

 Now, connect the last moun-
ted uprights with the spigot 
fittings at 2.0 m in longitudinal 
direction.  

8

8

9

9

10

10

CAUTION
Ensure that the holes in the 
spigot fittings show in longitu-
dinal direction of the scaffold.

7. Types of scaffold erection
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 Initially, suspend an internal 
hatch-type access including lad-
der in the U-transom at a level 
of 2.0 m. Make sure that the exit 
opening of the inner hatch-type 
access faces the centre of the 
scaffold. The other bays are pro-
vided with steel planks. 

 In a next step, install the ver-
tical diagonal braces in longitu-
dinal direction as shown. Install 
the modular bracket braces in 
transverse direction. Mount the 
spindle locks at the inner mem-
bers. Use locking clips for the 
connection between the upright 
and the spigot fitting for the  
U-transom. The threaded tubes 
of the base jack projecting from 
the starting elements are pro-
tected by spindle nuts. 

 Before accessing the first le-
vel, install the advanced guard-
rail as a side protection over the 
entire scaffold width. For instal-
lation of the advanced guardrail, 
see pages 10/11.

11

11

12

12

13

13

7. Types of scaffold erection
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 Shut the hatch after having 
accessed the first storey. Install 
the residual tube ledgers as a 
side protection. For the order of 
installation, follow the arrows on 
the figure.

 On this layer, the deck retai-
ners are mounted on the
U-transoms.

 Finally, the toeboards are as-
sembled, see page 12.

CAUTION
If, as an alternative, the ad-
vanced guardrail is used in 
the access bay area only, it 
will be necessary to wear per-
sonal fall protection equip-
ment (PPE) for further assem-
bly on the scaffold layer wit-
hout an advanced guardrail. 
For anchorage points, see 
page 9.

14

14

15

15

16

16

7. Types of scaffold erection

2

3

1

4

5

6
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 If the reinforcement scaffold 
must be heightened, fit uprights 
of 2.0 m onto the uprights 3.0 m 
and lock them immediately by 
using locking clips.
Then, connect the fitted up-
rights using spigot fittings and 
U-transoms in longitudinal and 
transverse direction at a height 
of 2.0 m.

 Next, suspend an inner 
hatch-type access including lad-
der into the U-transoms. Ensu-
re that the exit opening of the 
hatch-type access is arranged al-
ternately. Build the steel planks 
into the other bays. After that, 
install a diagonal brace in longi-
tudinal direction on this storey. 
This must be done in parallel to 
the one below. 

17

18

7. Types of scaffold erection

17

18
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 Before accessing the next 
storey, install the advanced  
2.0 m guardrail at the next high-
est level. Information on how to 
install advanced guardrail can be 
gathered from pages 10/11.
From the ladder of the inner 
hatch-type access, mount the 
0.73 m tube ledgers before ac-
cessing the scaffold layer. 

 Shut the hatch after having 
accessed the first storey. Install 
the residual tube ledgers as a 
side protection. For the order of 
installation, follow the arrows on 
the figure.
At this layer, the deck retainers 
are to be mounted onto the  
U-transoms. 
Finally, provide the toeboards 
(see page 12). If necessary, 
the advanced guardrail can be 
removed now. For this, proceed 
in reverse order. It may also stay 
there as long as the scaffold is 
used. When erection is com-
pleted, implement the anchoring 
as described on page 27.

19

19

20

20

7. Types of scaffold erection
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5
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7.1.6 Dismantling of the reinforcement scaffold

Dismantle the reinforcement scaffold in reverse order, immediately re-
move components that have been loosened and put them on the floor. 
Never throw down any material heavily. First, put the advanced guard-
rails in place again on the uppermost layer.  

7. Types of scaffold erection
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7. Types of scaffold erection

7.2 Stair towers
7.2.1 Version 1: parallel flight of stairs

STAIR TOWERS
The floor area of stair towers 
is 2.57 – 3.07 m x 1.40 m. The 
stair towers are craneable for 
use as construction stair to-
wers of load class 3 pursuant 
to EN 12811-1 with 2 kN/m². 
According to this standard, 
they are grouped as class "A" 
stair flights.

The parallel stair towers 
serve as an access to the 
scaffold storeys and are, for 
this purpose, provided with 
a platform covered with steel 
planks at height of 2 m.

Exit

Central bay

Entrance
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Exit

Central bay

Entrance

7

6

5

3

4

2

1

A B

A  1.40 m

B 2.57 - 3.07 m

1 Platform guardrail

2 Steel plank

3 Inner guardrail 

4 ALBITZ stairs, 

 aluminium

5 Modular stair guardrail

6 Handrail fastener

7 Base jack holder 0.54 m

2.54 m

4.54 m

6.54 m

8.54 m

10.54 m

Maximum 

standing 

height

CAUTION
The figure shows the maxi-
mum standing height of this
 version according to the 
standard stability proof. Larger 
heights are possible, but 
require a separate static proof. 
The tie grid may change, if 
required. 
Please note that the stair 
towers must be anchored to 
the structure every 4 m using 
scaffold ties (tension-proof 
and compression-resistant).
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7.2.2 Version 2: alternating flight of stairs

Exit

Central bay

Central bay

Entrance

7. Types of scaffold erection

STAIR TOWERS
The floor area of the stair 
towers is 2.57 – 3.07 m x 
1.40 m. The stair towers are 
craneable for use as construc-
tion stair towers of load class 
3 as per EN 12811-1 with  
2 kN/m² and according to this 
standard, they are grouped as 
class "A" stair flights.

The alternate stair towers 
serve as access to the wor-
king plane and are for this 
purpose provided with a steel 
covered platform at the upper 
standing height.
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Exit

Central bay

Central bay

Entrance

A B

A  1.40 m

B 2.57 - 3.07 m

0.54 m

2.54 m

4.54 m

6.54 m

8.54 m

10.54 m

Maximum 

standing 

height

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

1 Platform guardrail

2 Steel plank

3 ALBITZ stairs, 

 aluminium

4 Inner guardrail

5 Modular stair guardrail

6 Handrail fastener

7 Base jack holder

7. Types of scaffold erection

CAUTION
The figure shows the maxi-
mum standing height of this
version according to the 
standard stability proof. Larger 
heights are possible, but re-
quire a separate static proof. 
The tie grid may change, if 
required. 
Please note that the stair 
towers must be anchored to 
the structure every 4 m using 
scaffold ties (tension-proof 
and compression-resistant).
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7.2.3 Crane operations

Attach the lifting straps to the uprights as shown in the figure. Make 
sure this is done directly below the perforated disc of the upper deck 
surface. Use lifting straps of a suitable length to form an angle of in-
clination less than 60°. If necessary, make additional use of a four-
strand chain suspension.

CAUTION
 Unplug all connections.

Mount spindle locks.

Use textile lifting straps and 
four-strand chain suspension.

Dead weight in kg at a scaffold width of 1.40 m / 

Max. reaction force in kN per base point 

Parallel 
stair flight

Alternating 
stair flight

Standing 
height in m

3.07 m 3.07 m

2.22 - 2.54 371 / 2.8 280 / 3.5

4.22 - 4.54 656 / 5.4 564 / 5.2

6.22 - 6.54 918 / 8.0 758 / 6.7

8.22 - 8.54 1,179 / 10.5 952 / 8.0

10.22 - 10.54 1,441 / 11.2 1,146 / 9.5

7. Types of scaffold erection

45° - 60°

F - Reaction force
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7. Types of scaffold erection

7.2.4 Anchoring of stair towers

The stair towers require a compression-resistant and tension-proof 
anchorage. For this purpose, spacer tubes and eyebolts D = 12 mm 
screwed into the ground are used. Alternatively, instead of the eye-
bolts, systems of statically equivalent or higher quality can be used. 
The load-bearing capacity of the anchoring ground must be verified 
on-site by the customer according to the specified anchor forces.
The anchoring of stair towers takes place underneath the deck levels 
4.25 m and 10.25 m. If the stair tower’s last deck level has a height of 
8.25 m, then this is the upper anchoring level. At a deck height of 6.25 
m, the anchoring is only required at a height of 4.25 m.

CAUTION
Anchor forces per anchor 
point:
· parallel to the wall: 1.8 kN
· at a right-angle to the wall:   
  2.4 kN

A A

B

B

45 cm

Swivel couplers

Standard couplers

Stair tower anchor points

at deck height 10.25 m

Stair tower anchor points

at deck height 8.25 m 

Stair tower anchor points

at deck heights 4.25 m and 6.25 m

Steel tubes 48.3 x 3.2 mm mounted crosswise using 
swivel couplers onto the spacer tubes near the wall; 
standard couplers are to be used at vertical standards.

Spacer tube 1.50 m (EIFS)* 48.3 x 4.05 mm:
Fastening with two pieces of standard couplers onto 
the vertical standards underneath the deck surface; 
wall mounting is carried out using eyebolts and plastic 
dowels
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 Initially, position the base 
jacks at the planned longitudinal 
and transverse distances using 
the ledgers laid out. If neces-
sary, provide load-distributing 
bolsters (timber planks, squared 
timber). Use wedge-type timber 
for slopes.

 The supporting points must 
be set on solid ground so that 
the forces from the scaffold can 
be passed on to the building 
ground.
Fit the vertical starting pieces on 
the base jacks and connect them 
with the ledgers of the required 
bay length.
Level the fall of ground by adjus-
ting the nuts at the spindle foot. 
Start with the highest point on 
the ground for height compen-
sation.

 Before the wedges are ham-
mered in, check the horizontal 
position of the ledgers using a 
spirit level. Check the square-
ness. After wedging, the scaffold 
has the proper layout so that fur-
ther erection is easily attainable 
without major realignment.

7.2.5 Erection of alternating stair flights

1

1

2

3

3

2

7. Types of scaffold erection
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 Fit the 3.0 m uprights onto 
the vertical starter elements and 
connect them in longitudinal and 
transverse direction at a height 
of 2 m with tube ledgers and  
U-transoms. Make sure that the 
U-transoms and tube ledgers of 
1.40 m are arranged alternately. 
If the stair tower is craneable, it 
will be necessary to provide all 
four uprights with spindle locks. 

 Next, install the first stairway 
and mount the diagonal braces 
as shown. Now, install the tube 
ledgers of 1.40 m as a side pro-
tection from the upper stairs of the 
stairway. Place deck retainers onto 
the U-transoms, at the lowest stair 
landing.

4

5

4

5

1

2

2

1

1  Tube ledger
2  U-transom

7.Types of scaffold erection
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Handrail fastener

6

6

7

 After the stair guardrail fa-
stener has been mounted to the 
uprights in the lower part of the 
stairway, fasten the stair guard-
rail as shown. Before accessing 
the next storey, install the as-
sembly decking (a steel plank of 
1.40 m with tube fixture) opposi-
te the upper stair landing on the 
longitudinal tube ledger. 

 Place two steel planks, accor-
ding to the system length of the 
stairway, onto the assembly deck 
and suspend them on the other 
side into the free U-transom next 
to the upper stair landing. Protect 
the inner and outer sides of the 
stair tower by using advanced gu-
ardrails in longitudinal direction. 
For use of the advanced guard-
rails, see pages 10/11. Connect 
the pair of uprights, located abo-
ve the stair landing, with a tube 
ledger or U-transom at an ele-
vation of 2.0 m above the upper 
stair landing (depending on the 
required height of stair tower). 

7

7. Types of scaffold erection

PPE AND 
RETRACTABLE 

FALL ARRESTER

CAUTION
Use an advanced guardrail 
for further assembly (for 
assembly, see pages 10/11). 
If necessary, it can be used in 
conjunction with the personal 
fall protection equipment (PPE, 
see page 9).
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This ledger serves as an attach-
ment point for further operations. 
From here on, use personal pro-
tection equipment in conjunction 
with a retractable fall arrester. 
For use of PPE also see page 9. 
If it becomes necessary to relo-
cate the attachment point during 
assembly to areas not yet other-
wise protected, use a suitable 
means of attachment in addition 
to the retractable fall arrester. 
First, fasten the scaffold hook of 
the retractable fall arrester at the 
U-transom at head-height. It can 
be done at the transition between 
the U-transom and the connec-
ting head. 

 

 Starting from the steel plank 
and the assembly deck, initially 
mount the tube ledgers of 3.07 m 
and 1.40 m as a handrail around 
in the perforated discs 1 m above 
deck level, and then fit the 2.0 m 
uprights on. Immediately secure 
by using locking clips. They are 
connected to each other in longi-
tudinal and transverse directions 
by using tube ledgers or U-tran-
soms at a level of 2.0 m. Depen-
ding on the final height of the stair 
tower, ensure once again that the 
tube ledgers or U-transoms are  
alternately arranged.

8

8

9

CAUTION
As soon as the prescribed 
anchor height (4 m each) has 
been reached, anchor the stair 
tower immediately.
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10

10

11

11

 After the diagonal braces 
have been installed and the inner 
stair guardrail installed on the 
lower stairway, remove the steel 
planks used as an erection aid and 
place them on both the assembly 
deck and the stair landing for the 
installation of the next flights of 
stairs. The installation of the next 
stairway starts from here. To this 
end the fitter must fasten the 
PPE and retractable fall arrester 
to the longitudinal tube ledger at 
the head-height. The installation 
should be performed by two per-
sons. 

 After the next aluminium 
stairway has been installed, 
place the advanced guardrail 
one storey higher, store the steel 
decks lying on the stair landing 
and assembly deck on the stair 
flight temporarily and mount the 
erection deck on the next storey. 
The 1.40 m U-transom, now fully 
covered by the stair elements, is 
finally provided with deck retai-
ners. For this purpose, the fitter 
must be attached at the longi-
tudinal tube ledgers using both 
PPE and retractable fall arrester.

 After the installation of the 
next end tube ledgers of 
1.40 m, install the stair guard-
rail. If the final height of the stair 
tower has not yet been reached, 
follow the procedure described 
above for further erection. 

9
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 If the final height of the 
stair tower has been reached, 
suspend one platform of steel 
planks and install tube ledgers 
as a side protection. Initially, use 
the longitudinal tube ledgers at 
deck level as attachment points, 
and, as they are in place, the up-
per tube ledgers of the side pro-
tection. If the attachment point 
needs to be relocated to areas 
not protected in any other way, 
use another means of attach-
ment in addition to the retracta-
ble fall arrester. 

 After the inner guardrail has 
been attached to the last stair 
flights and the landing guardrail 
mounted, install the deck retai-
ners at this level. The advanced 
guardrail can now be removed or 
remain until the stair tower will 
be dismantled. 

12

12

13

13
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7. Types of scaffold erection

7.2.6 Dismantling of stair towers

For dismantling of stair towers, proceed in reverse order. Immediately 
remove components that have been loosened and place them on the 
floor. Never throw down any material heavily. First, put the advanced 
guardrails in place on the uppermost layer once again.
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Egress flights of 
stairs

Central flight of 
stairs, in opposite 
direction

Central flight
 of stairs

Entrance flight of 
stairs

Fig.: Suspended scaffolding con-
nector 0.80m when assembled

STAIRWAY TOWER
FLIGHT BY FLIGHT

ASSEMBLY
Stairway towers have a floor 

area of 3.07m x 1.40m or 

2.57m x 1.40m. The stairway 

towers are designed for max. 

construction height up to 

65.40m and are to be assem-

bled flight by flight. The indivi-

dual flights of stairs are to  be 

attached to the stairway towers 

using a crane. The use of site 

stairway towers, with load class 

3, pursuant to EN 12811-1 at 2 

kN/m² is possible. According to 

this standard, they are grouped 

as a class „A“ flight of stairs. 

Assembly can be performed 

with parallel or alternating 

flights of stairs.

7.3     Stairway tower (fligth by flight assembly)
7.3.1 Alternating stair fligth

7. Types of scaffold erection
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Egress flight of 
stairs

Central flight of 
stairs

Central flight of 
stairs

Entrance flight 
of stairs

CAUTION
The individual flight of stairs 
are mounted on top of each 
other, and are connected 
at all four vertical standard 
transitions with suspended 
scaffolding connectors 0.80 m 
(see figur on page 77).

PLEASE NOT: The suspended 
scaffolfing connector 0.80m 
has to be connected to the first 
connecting disc above, and 
beneath, the vertical starter 
piece.

7.3.2 Parallel stair flight

7. Types of scaffold erection
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7.3.3 Crane lifting operations

Please refer to page 40 of these instructions for assembly and use for 
suitable attachment points of lifting straps. Use a guide rope for this 
purpose. A maximum of 5 flights can be lifted simultaneously. To do 
this, the individual flights must be securely connected to one another 

using suspended scaffolding connectors 0.80 m.

7.3.4 Anchorage design

The anchoring of the stairway tower (parallel and alternately arranged 
stair flights) takes place at the anchoring levels (see pages 52 to 55) 
each by means of one triangular tie and one continuous scaffold retai-
ner (see Fig. 1), with the exception of stairway towers with heights of up 
to 4.40 m. For these stairway towers, only continuous scaffold retainers 
are installed (see Fig. 2). The continuous scaffold retainer is rigidly in-
stalled externally at the respective uppermost connecting disc of the 
stairway tower by means of 2 wedge head couplers. The tube of the 
triangular tie is mounted to the scaffold retainer by means of a swivel 
coupler (as close as possible to the standard tube – see Fig. 5). At the 
wall side, the fixture of the triangular tie is also carried out using swivel 
couplers attached to the tube ledger (see Fig. 3 and 4).

CAUTION 
 Erection is basically to be 
 carried out with the longer 
 side of the stairway tower
 parallel to the building and 
 while observing a distance of 
 max. 30 cm to the wall
 The stairway tower must be
 free from netting or sheeting. 
 Spindle (jack) extension max. 
 15 cm
 Sufficient side protection to the
 stairway openings is to be 
 ensured.

1

2

3

4

Fig. 3

Fig. 5

Fig. 4

CAUTION
During the installation of the 
anchorage, it is to be observed 
that the triangular tie on the 
completed individual stair flight 
(whether parallel or alternately 
arranged flights of stairs) is 
always mounted opposite the 
upper stair landing.

Fig. 1:
Anchorage using a 
triangular tie

1

2

Spacer tube 2,00 m
Wedge head coupler, rigid
Scaffoldtube, steel, approx. 2.20 m ø 48.3 x 3.2 m
Swivel coupler

3

4

Fig. 2:

Anchorage without trian-
gular tie 

(only with stairway towers 
up to a height of 4.40  m)

4

3

2

1

2

ca. 0,85 m

1

2

2
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7.3.5 Anchorage and diagonal brace arrangement

In terms of statics, a differentiation between parallel and alternating stairway towers is not necessary as   
regards anchor grid and diagonal brace arrangement. In case of stairway towers with heigths of up to 
28.34 m, diagonal braces are not required, except above the entrance (see overview). With stairway towers 
from a height of 30.52 m upwards, diagonal braces are circumferentially required in the lower area. The ar-
rangement depends on the height of erection. The anchoring grid and the arrangement of diagonal braces 
are to be taken, depending on the stairway tower height, from the follwoing overview.

2.20m 4.40m 6.50m 8.70m 10.90m 13.10m 15.30m 17.40m

2.18m

Stairway 
tower height

6.54m

10.90m

15.26m

4.36m

8.72m

13.08m

Nominal size

Ex
ac

t s
ta

nd
in

g 
he

ig
ht

Anchorage

Diagonal 
braces
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19.60m 21.80m 24.00m 26.20m 28.30m 30.50m 32.70m 34.90m

2.18m

Stairway 
tower heigth

19.62m

6.54m

23.98m

10.90m

28.34m

15.26m

32.70m

4.36m

21.80m

8.72m

26.16m

13.08m

30.52m

17.44m

Dead weights (max.) of the individual flights for stairway tower 3.07 x 1.40 m

Flight of stairs 
parallel

Flight of stairs 
alternating

Entrance flight of 
stairs

300.7 kg 300.7 kg

Central flight of 
stairs

354.0 kg 308.2 kg

Egress flight of 
stairs 

497.8 kg 493.0 kg

All weights are inclusive of the maximum number of required diagonal braces, without anchorage

Nominal size
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t s
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in

g 
he

ig
ht
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37.10m 39.20m 41.40m 43.60m 45.80m 48.00m 50.10m 52.30m

2.18m

Stairway 
tower height

19.62m

45.78m

6.54m

23.98m

50.14m

10.90m

37.06m

28.34m

15.26m

41.42m

32.70m

4.36m

21.80m

47.96m

8.72m

26.16m

13.08m

39.24m

30.52m

17.44m

43.60m

34.88m

Nominal size

Ex
ac

t s
ta

nd
in

g 
he

ig
ht

Anchorage

Diagonal 
braces
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54.50m 56.70m 58.90m 61.00m 63.20m 65.40m

2.18m

Stairway 
tower 
height

19.62m

45.78m

6.54m

23.98m

50.14m

10.90m

37.06m

28.34m

52.32m

15.26m

41.42m

32.70m

56.68m

63.20m

4.36m

21.80m

47.96m

8.72m

26.16m

13.08m

39.24m

30.52m

54.50m

61.04m

17.44m

43.60m

34.88m

58.86m

65.40m

Nominal size

Ex
ac

t s
ta

nd
in

g 
he

ig
ht
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In terms of statics, a differenti-
ation between parallel and al-
ternating stair towers is not ne-
cessary as regards anchor grid 
an diagonal brace arrangement. 
In case of stairway towers with 
heights of up to 28.34 m, dia-
gonal braces are not required, 
except above the entrance (see 
overview on page 52 - 55). With 
stairway towers from a height 
of 30.52 m upwards, diagonal 
braces are circumferentially 
required in the lower area. An-
choring grid and arrangement 
of diagonal braces are to be ta-
ken, depending on the stairway 
tower height, from the follwoing 
overview.

CAUTION
In the plane perpendicular to 
the building, diagonal braces 
must be arranged above the 
entrance to the first ancho-
ring point. For tower heights 
exceeding 14 levels, rein-
forcement measures are to be 
foreseen in the form of dia-
gonal braces (4 pieces each, 
circumferentially placed). On 
the first floor, one of these di-
agonal braces drops in favour 
of the entrance.

Overview - Extract from structu-
ral analysis: anchoring grid and 
arrangement of diagonal braces

Height

65.4m

63.2m

61.0m

58.9m

56.7m

54.5m

52.3m

50.1m

48.0m

45.8m

43.6m

41.4m

39.2m

37.1m

34.9m

32.7m

30.5m

28.3m

26.2m

24.0m

21.8m

19.6m

17.4m

15.3m

13.1m

10.9m

8.7m

6.5m

4.4m

2.2m

0.0m

Number of levels

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30

N
om

in
al

 s
iz

e

uppermost level incl. access

Anchorge without triangular tie 
(page 51, Fig. 2)

Anchorage (page 51, Fig. 1)

Diagonal braces, circumferen-
tially placed

Anchorage and diagonal brace arrangement
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Height

Bay width 3.07 m / Parallel flight of stairs

Dead
weight

Live load Average 
vertical

load

Max. 
vertical 

load
Step

length Total 25 % 37.5 %

m kN m kN kN kN kN kN
2,18 4,04 6,0 7,56 1,89 2,84 2,90 3,84
4,36 7,81 12,0 15,1 3,78 5,67 5,73 7,62
6,54 11,6 18,0 22,7 5,67 8,51 8,57 11,4
8,72 15,4 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 10,1 13,3

10,90 19,1 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 11,1 14,2
13,08 22,9 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 12,0 15,2
15,26 26,7 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 13,0 16,1
17,44 30,5 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 13,9 17,1
19,62 34,2 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 14,9 18,0
21,80 38,0 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 15,8 19,0
23,98 41,8 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 16,7 19,9
26,16 45,6 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 17,7 20,8
28,34 49,3 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 18,6 21,8
30,52 53,1 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 19,6 22,7
32,70 56,9 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 20,5 23,7
34,88 60,6 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 21,5 24,6
37,06 64,4 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 22,4 25,6
39,24 68,2 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 23,3 26,5
41,42 72,0 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 24,3 27,4
43,60 75,7 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 25,2 28,4
45,78 79,5 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 26,2 29,3
47,96 83,3 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 27,1 30,3
50,14 87,1 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 28,1 31,2
52,32 90,8 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 29,0 32,2
54,50 94,6 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 30,0 33,1
56,68 98,4 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 30,9 34,0
58,86 102 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 31,8 35,0
61,04 106 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 32,8 35,9
63,22 110 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 33,7 36,9
65,40 113 20,0 25,2 6,30 9,45 34,7 37,8

Height

Bay width 3.07 m / Alternating flight of stairs

Dead
weight

Live load Average 
vertical 

load

Max. 
vertical 

loadStep length Total 25 % 37.5 %

m kN m kN kN kN kN kN
2,18 3,58 6,0 7,44 1,86 2,79 2,76 3,69
4,36 6,90 9,0 11,2 2,79 4,19 4,52 5,91
6,54 10,2 12,0 14,9 3,72 5,58 6,28 8,14
8,72 13,5 15,0 18,6 4,65 6,98 8,04 10,4

10,90 16,9 18,0 22,3 5,58 8,37 9,80 12,6
13,08 20,2 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 11,2 14,3
15,26 23,5 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 12,1 15,2
17,44 26,8 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 12,9 16,0
19,62 30,1 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 13,7 16,8
21,80 33,5 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 14,6 17,7
23,98 36,8 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 15,4 18,5
26,16 40,1 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 16,2 19,3
28,34 43,4 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 17,1 20,2
30,52 46,7 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 17,9 21,0
32,70 50,1 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 18,7 21,8
34,88 53,4 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 19,5 22,6
37,06 56,7 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 20,4 23,5
39,24 60,0 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 21,2 24,3
41,42 63,3 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 22,0 25,1
43,60 66,7 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 22,9 26,0
45,78 70,0 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 23,7 26,8
47,96 73,3 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 24,5 27,6
50,14 76,6 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 25,4 28,5
52,32 79,9 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 26,2 29,3
54,50 83,3 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 27,0 30,1
56,68 86,6 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 27,8 30,9
58,86 89,9 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 28,7 31,8
61,04 93,2 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 29,5 32,6
63,22 96,5 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 30,3 33,4
65,40 99,9 20,0 24,8 6,20 9,30 31,2 34,3

7.3.6 Dead weights, live loads and vertical loads

Subsequently, the average vertical loads (uniformly distributed live load) and the maximum vertical loads 
(outer or inner live load) are determined tabulated as practical values for heights of 2.18 m to 65.40 m. The 

live loads is distributed in an unfavourable arrangement 75 % to 25 %.

Support reactions:

Parallel flight of stairs

Live load 2,0 kN/m2

Step width
(average from planking and stairs) 0,63 m

Dead weight 3.0 m 3,774 kN/storey

Support reactions:

Alternatin flight of stairs

Live load 2,0 kN/m2

Step width
(stairs) 0,62 m

Dead weight 3.0 m 3,320 kN/storey
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Assembly of alternating flights of stairs             
Flight by flight assembly

Entrance flight of stairs assembly

Central flight of stairs assembly

 Execute the assembly steps (1) 
to (4) on pages 42/43 of the user 
information at hand. The uprights 
3.00 m used under item (4) are to 
be replaced by uprights 2.00 m. A 
two-part circumferential side pro-
tection made of tube ledgers is to be 
installed. Along the stairway, an ad-
ditional tube ledger is to be moun-
ted at 1.50m (see figure). The side 
protection is omitted at the entran-
ce side of the tower. Then, the flight 
of stairs is to be mounted. It is to be 
secured against accidental lifting by 
deck retainers 1.40 m at the lower 
and upper landing. Put then in place 
the inner guardrail and secure it by 
means of hinged pins.
Subsequently, if required, the dia-
gonal braces are to be installed. The 
number of diagonal braces and their 
mounting position, depending on 
the height of stairway tower, is to be 
taken from the overview on pages 
52 to 55. 
The entrance flight of stairs can only 
be moved to its place of designation 
using a crane if it is not assembled 
at its desired place. For the attach-
ment points of the lifting straps, see 
page 40 of these instructions for as-
sembly and use.

 The assembly of the central flight 
of stairs is similar to the assembly 
of the entrance flight of stairs. The 
base jacks must have an unscrewed 
thread length of approx. 30cm! The 
connection between vertical starter 
pieces and vertical uprights must be 
secured by screws M10 x 75 8.8. The 
completely pre-assembled central 
flight of stairs can now be lifted up by 
crane and put onto the entrance flight 
of stairs at the place of designation.

1

2

1

2

ASSEMBLY NOTE FOR ALL FLIGHTS OF STAIRS 
PARALLEL FLIGHT OF STAIRS

The tube ledger 1.40 m in the foot area opposite the lower stairway 
landing is to be replaced by a U-transom 1.40 m (reinforced). Ad-
ditionally, two steel decks 2.57 x 0.30 m or 3.07 x 0.32 m are to be 
suspended next to the lower stairway landing. All U-transoms 
1.40 m (reinforced) are to be provided with deck retrainers 1.40 m. 
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Egress flight of stairs assembly

3

3

Fig. Central flight of stairs, parallel flights

When putting it in place, the alternating 
direction of the flight of stairs must be 
observed. During the placement, some-
one should stand on the lower half of 
the last placed flight of stairs to guide 
the crane swivelled flight of stairs. For 
this, the personal protective equipment 
against falling (PPE) must be used and 
is to be attached at the uppermost tube 
ledger right next to the flight of stairs. 
The put-in-place central flight of stairs is 
immediately to be connected with the 
entrance flight of stairs using suspen-
ded scaffolding connectors 0.80 m. The 
latter are to be installed at all vertical 
uprights each at the outer longitudinal 
side. Within the course of the construc-
tion progress respective anchoring has 
to be installed.
The anchoring positions are specified in 
the overview pages 52 to 55. The assem-
bly of further central flights of stairs is to 
be carried out according to the procedure 
described above.

 The erection of the egress flight of 
stairs takes place if the final height of 
the stair tower has been reached. The 
assembly of the egress flight of stairs is 
to be carried out similarly to the central 
flight of stairs. However, the vertical up-
rights 2.00 m are replaced by vertical 
uprights 3.00 m.
At a height of 2 m, two opposing U-tran-
soms 1.40 m (reinforced) are to be ins-
talled. Following the assembly of the last 
stairway, 2 additional steel decks 2.57 x 
0.32 m or 3.07 x 0.32 m are to be sus-
pended next to the uppermost landing. 
Subsequently, tube ledgers as a two-part 
circumferential side protection of the eg-
ress landing as well as the landing railing 
should be installed.
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7.3.8 Dismantling

For dismantling of stairway towers, proceed in reverse order. Immedi-
ately remove components that have been loosened and place them on 
the floor. Never throw down any material.
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8. Standard design

Annex C, Page 1 to National Technical Approval No. Z-8.22-906 of 13 October 2011 

C.1 General 
The scaffolding system can be utilized in the standard design as work scaffolding of load classes ≤ 3 with a system 
width of b = 0.732 m and with bay widths of l ≤ 3.07 m in accordance with DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, and as safety 
and roof safety scaffolding in accordance with DIN 4420-1:2004-03.  

 
The uppermost horizontal level (scaffold layer) must not exceed 24 m, including spindle (jack) extension length, 
above ground level. According to the requirements of DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, Section 6.2.9.2, in the standard 
version, the scaffolding system is designed for working operations in one scaffolding layer in front of an "open" 
façade (percentage of openings = 60 %) and in front of closed façades. When determining wind load, a service life 
factor of χ = 0.7 presuming a maximum service life of 2 years was taken into account. For the standard version, the 
sheeting of scaffold using nets or tarpaulins has not been proven.  
 
Without any further proofs, the standard version must only be used if the loads acting within the bays do not 
exceed the respective live loads according to DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, Table 3. 
For the standard version of "ALFIX Modul plus II" scaffolding system, the following designation according to DIN 
EN 12810-1:2004-03 shall be used: 

 
Scaffold EN 12810 – 3D – SW06/307 – H2 – A – LA 

 
C.2 Safety scaffolding 

In the standard version, the scaffold system may be used as a safety and roof safety scaffold with a safety layer of 
class FL1, and as roof safety scaffolding with protective walls of calls SWD 1 according to 
DIN 4420-1:2004-03. 
 

C.3 Components 
The scheduled components/parts are provided in Table C.1. Additionally, steel tubes of Ø 48.3 · 3.2 mm and 
couplings can be used for the horizontal bracing of bridging ledgers and for the connection of scaffold retainers and 
triangular ties to the standard couplers of posts according to DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03. 
 

C.4 Bracing 
For horizontal bracing of scaffold the following components must be continuously built-in at vertical spacings of 2 
metres:

tube ledgers 0.73 m and one each 
aluminium frame platform RE; or  
two steel planks RE; or 
two steel planks AF RE 

 or 
U-ledgers 0.73 m and one each 

 aluminium frame platform with plywood; or 
aluminium deck with plyywood; or 
two steel decks; or 
two steel planks AF. 

 
At a ladder access, aluminium frame platforms with access hatch RE are to be used instead of planks and decks if 
tube ledgers are used, or aluminium frame platform with hatch-type access or aluminium hatch-type access decks 
with integrated ladder if U-ledgers are used. 
Platforms, decks and accesses must be secured against unintended lift-off by means of deck retainers. 
For bracing the outer vertical level, tube ledgers as guardrail braces (1 m above deck surface) are to be 
continuously used in every scaffold bay. 
Vertical starter pieces are to be built-in immediately above scaffold spindles (jacks). They must be interconnected 
using longitudinal ledgers within the inner and outer level parallel to the façade, and using transoms right-angled to 
the façade. 

Excerpt from the National Technical Approval Z-8.22-906 / Standard design
Application example: façade scaffold, system width 0.73 m
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Annex C, Page 2 to National Technical Approval No. Z-8.22-906 of 13 October 2011

DIBt | Kolonnenstrasse 30 B | D–10829 Berlin | Phone: +49 30 78730–0 | Fax: +49 30 78730–320 | e-mail: dibt@dibt.de | www.dibt.de 

C.5 Anchoring 
The anchoring must be carried out using scaffold retainers as per to Annex B, page 81.
The scaffold retainers are to be fixed as an anchoring pair at an angle of 90° (triangular tie) or as "short" scaffold 
retainers only at the inner vertical frame upright by means of standard couplers. The scaffold connectors, which are 
anchored using triangular ties, must be connected to the adjacent row of standards through tube ledgers 
(longitudinal ledgers) within the inner level, depending on the type of erection.  
Triangular ties and scaffold retainers must be fixed in close proximity to the connectors (node points) formed by 
upright tubes and transoms.  
The fixtures to be arranged in the structure façades for absorbing the anchor forces must be designed at least for 
the characteristic values of impacts (γF = 1.0). 
Each row of uprights must be anchored at vertical spacings of 8 metres; in doing so, the anchoring of adjacent 
vertical frame rows is to be arranged vertically offset by half a spacing. The upright rows at the edge of a scaffold 
are to be anchored at vertical spacings of 4 metres. At the top and the second scaffold layer, each of the upright 
rows must be anchored. 

C.6 Bridging 
Bridging girders may be used for bridging gateways or similar at a height of 4 metres if scaffold layers beneath 
bridging are omitted.  
The bridging girders must be anchored at both the supporting area and the centre. Additionally, the girder must be 
braced through a horizontal latticework of tubes and couplers or through additional anchors  
(cf. Annex C, pages 6 and 7). 

C.7 Ladder passage 
For an inner ladder passage, aluminium frame platforms with access hatch RE are to be used if tube ledgers are 
used, or aluminium frame platforms with hatch-type access or aluminium hatch-type access decks with integrated 
ladder, if U-ledgers are used. 

 
C.8 Broadening bracket 

At the inner side of scaffold, at all scaffold layers brackets of 0.39 m can be used. 
 
Table C.1: Components of standard design 
 

Designation Annex B, page 
Vertical starter piece 10 
Vertical upright with spigot fitting 200 11 
Tube ledger l ≤ 3.07 m 13 
U transom 0.73 m 15 
Aluminium frame platform RE 1.57 m; 2.07 m 17 
Aluminium frame platform RE 2.57 m; 3.07 m 18 
Aluminium frame platform with access hatch RE 2.57 m 20 

Aluminium frame platform with access hatch RE 3.07 m 21 
Steel deck AF RE 0.32 m 23 
Steel deck RE 26 
Modular safety net 28 
Wedge head coupler, turnable 29 
Modular deck retainer 0.73 m 30 
Modular gap cover l ≤ 3.07 m 31 
Modular gap cover RE l ≤ 3.07 m 32 
Modular lattice girder 6.14 m 33 
Modular lattice girder 4.14 m / 5.14 m 34 
Modular lattice girder with spigot fitting 6.14 m 35 
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8. Standard design

Annex C, Page 3 to National Technical Approval No. Z-8.22-906 of 13 October 2011 

Table C.1: (continuation) 
  

Designation Annex B, Page 
Modular lattice girder with spigot fitting 4.14 m / 5.14 m 36 
Modular spigot fitting U 37 

U-transom GT 0.73 m 38 
Tube transom GT 0.73 m 39 
Modular spigot fitting 40 
Wedge head coupler, fixed 50 
Modular safety door 0.73 m 51 
Aluminium frame platform with plywood 1.57 m; 2.07 m  60 
Aluminium frame platform with plywood 2.57 m; 3.07 m 61 
Aluminium frame platform with hatch-type access 2.57 m 63 
Aluminium frame platform with hatch-type access 3.07 m 64 
Modular toeboard 67 
Bracket 0.39 m RE 68 
Modular bracket 0.39 m 69 
Modular aluminium toeboard 0.73 m 76 
Modular double-end guardrail 80 
Scaffold retainer 81 
Base jack 83 
Steel plank AF 0.32 m 84 
Steel deck 85 
Aluminium deck with plywood 2.57 m; 3.07 m 89 
Aluminium deck with plywood 1.57 m; 2.07 m 90 
Aluminium hatch-type access deck 3.07 m with ladder 92 
Aluminium hatch-type access deck 2.57 m with ladder 93 
Integrated ladder 95 
Aluminium deck with plywood 3.07 m 96 
Aluminium deck with plywood 1.57 m, 2.07 m, 2.57 m 97 
Aluminium hatch-type access deck 3.07 m with ladder 99 
Aluminium hatch-type access deck 2.57 m with ladder 100 
Toeboard, end toeboard 0.73 m 102 
Aluminium toeboard, aluminium end toeboard 0.73 m 103 
Gap cover l ≤ 3.07 m 105 
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8. Standard design

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 12810 
3D-SW06/307-H2-A-LA

Annex C, page 4 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
 of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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8. Standard design

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 12810 
3D-SW06/307-H2-A-LA

Annex C, page 5 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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8. Standard design

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 12810 
3D-SW06/307-H2-A-LA

Annex C, page 6 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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8. Standard design

Annex C, page 7 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 1281Scaffold EN 128100
3D-SW06/307-H2-A-LA

Annex C, page 7 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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8. Standard design

Annex D, Page 1 to National Technical Approval No. Z-8.22-906 of 13 October 2011 

D.1 General 
The scaffolding system can be utilized in the standard design as work scaffolding of load classes ≤ 4 with a system 
width of b = 1.09 m and with bay widths of l ≤ 2.57 m in accordance with DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, and as safety 
and roof safety scaffolding in accordance with DIN 4420-1:2004-03.  
The uppermost horizontal level (scaffold layer) must not exceed 24 m, including spindle (jack) extension length, 
above ground level. According to the requirements of DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, Section 6.2.9.2, in the standard 
version, the scaffolding system is designed for working operations in one scaffolding layer in front of an "open" 
façade (percentage of openings = 60 %) and in front of closed façades. When determining wind load, a service life 
factor of χ = 0.7 presuming a maximum service life of 2 years was taken into account. For the standard version, the 
sheeting of scaffold using nets or tarpaulins has not been proven. 
Without any further proofs, the standard version must only be used if the loads acting within the bays do not 
exceed the respective live loads according to DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, Table 3. 
For the standard version of "ALFIX MODUL plus II" scaffolding system, the following designation according to DIN 
EN 12810-1:2004-03 shall be used: 

Scaffold EN 12810 – 4D – SW09/257 – H2 – A – LA

D.2 Safety scaffolding
In the standard version, the scaffold system may be used as a safety and roof safety scaffold with a safety layer of 
class FL1, and as roof safety scaffolding with protective walls of calls SWD 1 according to 
DIN 4420-1:2004-03. 

D.3 Components
The scheduled components/parts are provided in Table D.1. Additionally, steel tubes of Ø 48,3 · 3,2 mm and 
couplings can be used for the horizontal bracing of bridging ledgers and for the connection of scaffold retainers and 
triangular ties to the standard couplers of posts according to DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03. 

D.4 Bracing
For horizontal bracing of scaffold the following components must be continuously built-in at vertical spacings of 2 
metres:

tube ledgers 1.09 m and, in each case,  
three steel planks RE; or 
three steel planks AF RE 

 or 
U-ledgers 1.09 m and, in each case, 

three steel decks; or 
three steel planks AF. 

Steel decks and steel planks must be secured against unintended lift-off by means of deck retainers. 
Depending on the erection variant, for bracing the outer vertical level, vertical braces and tube ledgers as handrail 
(1 m above deck surface) and as intermediate side protection (0.5 m above deck surface) are to be continuously 
used in every scaffold bay. 
Vertical starter pieces are to be built-in immediately above scaffold spindles (jacks). They must be interconnected 
using longitudinal ledgers within the inner and outer level parallel to the façade, and using transoms right-angled to 
the façade. Depending on the erection variant, additional diagonal cross braces are to be installed up to the first 
scaffold level. 

Excerpt from the National Technical Approval Z-8.22-906 / Standard design
Application example: façade scaffold, system width 1.09 m
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Annex D, Page 2 to National Technical Approval No. Z-8.22-906 of 13 October 2011 

D.5 Anchoring 
The anchoring must be carried out using scaffold retainers as per to Annex B, page 81.
The scaffold retainers are to be fixed as an anchoring pair at an angle of 90° (triangular tie) or as "short" scaffold 
retainers only at the inner vertical frame upright by means of standard couplers. The scaffold connectors, which are 
anchored using triangular ties, must be connected to the adjacent row of standards through tube ledgers 
(longitudinal ledgers) within the inner level, depending on the type of erection.  
Triangular ties and scaffold retainers must be fixed in close proximity to the connectors (node points) formed by 
upright tubes and transoms.
The fixtures to be arranged in the structure façades for absorbing the anchor forces must be designed at least for 
the characteristic values of impacts (Уғ = 1.0) specified in Annex D. 
Each row of uprights must be anchored at vertical spacings of 4 metres. The upright rows at the edge of a scaffold 
are to be anchored at vertical spacings of 4 metres. At the top scaffold layer, each of the upright rows must be 
anchored.

D.6 Bridging
Bridging girders may be used for bridging gateways or similar at a height of 4 metres if scaffold layers beneath 
bridging are omitted.
The bridging girders must be anchored at both the supporting area and the centre. Additionally, the girder must be 
braced through a horizontal latticework of tubes and couplers or through additional anchors  
(cf. Annex D, page 6). 

D.7 Adjoining access bay 
If tube ledgers are used for the adjoining access bay, aluminium frame platforms with access hatch RE must be 
installed or, if U ledgers are used, aluminium frame platforms with access hatch or aluminium hatch-type access 
decks with ladder are to be used. The adjoining access bay must be supported at a vertical spacing of 4 m by 
horizontal diagonal braces. For bracing the outer vertical level, vertical braces and tube ledgers as handrail (1 m 
above deck surface) and as intermediate side protection (0.5 m above deck surface) are to be continuously used in 
every scaffold bay. In addition, a longitudinal ledger must be arranged on the outer side of the access bay just 
above the scaffold spindle (cf. Annex D, page 7). 

D.8 Broadening bracket 
At the inner side of scaffold, at all scaffold layers brackets of 0.39 m can be used. 

Table D.1: Components of standard design 

Designation Annex B, page 
Vertical diagonal braces 0.73m – 2.57 m x 2.00m 8
Horizontal diagonal braces 0.73m - 2.57m x 1.09m 9
Vertical starter piece 10
Vertical upright with spigot fitting 200 11
Tube ledger 0.73 – 2.57m 13
Tube ledger, reinforced 1.09m 14
U transom 0.73 m 15
U transom, reinforced 1.09m 16
Aluminium frame platform with access hatch RE 2.57m 20
Steel deck AF RE 0.32m l≤ 2.57m 23
Steel deck RE l≤ 2.57m 26
Modular safety net l≤ 2.57m 28
Wedge head coupler, turnable 29
Modular deck retainer 0.73m, 1.09m 30
Modular gap cover 0.73m, 1.09m 31
Modular gap cover RE  32
Modular lattice girder 4.14m / 5.14m 34
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Annex D, Page 3 to National Technical Approval No. Z-8.22-906 of 13 October 2011 
Table D.1: (continuation) 

Designation Annex B, Page 
Modular lattice girder with spigot fitting 4.14 m / 5.14 m 36
Modular spigot fitting U 37
U-transom GT 1.09m V 38
Tube transom GT 1.09m V 39
Modular spigot fitting 40
Wedge head coupler, fixed 50
Modular safety door 51
Aluminium frame platform with access hatch 2.57 m 63
Modular toeboard l ≤ 2.57m 67
Bracket 0.39m RE 68
Modular bracket 0.39m 69
Modular aluminium toeboard l ≤ 2.57m 76
Modular double-end guardrail 80
Scaffold retainer 81
Base jack 83
Steel plank AF 0.32m  l ≤ 2.57m 84
Steel deck l ≤ 2.57m 85

Aluminium hatch-type access deck 2.57m with ladder 93
Integrated ladder 95
Aluminium hatch-type access deck 2.57m with ladder 100
Toeboard l ≤ 2.57m, end toeboard 102
Aluminium toeboard  l ≤ 2.57m, aluminium end toeboard 103
Gap cover l ≤ 2.57 m 105
Diagonal cross brace 113
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8. Standard design

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 12810 
4D-SW09/257-H2-A-LA

Annex D, page 4 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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8. Standard design

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 12810 
4D-SW09/257-H2-A-LA

Annex D, page 5 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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8. Standard design

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold EN 12810 
4D-SW09/257-H2-A-LA

Annex D, page 6 to the 
national technical approval  

Z-8.22-906
of 13 October 2011 

Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik 
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9. Component overview

Bracket RE  
art. no. 40 10 009: 0.39m;
art. no. 40 10 013: 0.73m

Modular bracket
art. no. 40 10 ***; 
0.28m - 1.09m

Assembly upright
with pressed-in spigot fitting
art. no. 40 04 ***; 0.50m – 4.00m
with screwed-in spigot fitting
art. no. 40 05 ***; 0.50m - 4.00m

Deck retainer
Art.-Nr. 40 98 ***; 0.45m - 3.07m

Horizontal diagonal brace
art. no. 40 46 073: 2.57m x 0.73m;
art. no. 40 47 073: 3.07m x 0.73m

Tube ledger
art. no. 40 60 ***; 0.36m - 4.14m

ALFIX Castor
art. no. 14 12 004

Intermediate deck ledger RE
art. no. 40 51 ***; 0.64m - 0.96m

Spigot fitting for 
U-bridging ledger
art. no. 41 51 002

Tube ledger, reinforced
art. no. 40 61 ***; 1.09m - 1.40m

U-transom
art. no. 40 65 ***; 0.45m - 0.73m

U-transom, 
reinforced
art. no. 40 65 ***; 1.04m - 1.40m

Spigot fitting 500
art. no. 83 40 050

Wedge head 
coupler, fixed
art. no. 41 50 000

Wedge head 
coupler, turnable
art. no. 41 50 001

Distance 
coupling, fixed
art. no. 41 50 002

Vertical starter 
piece
art. no. 40 00 041

Vertical diagonal brace
art. no. 40 ** 200: for bay height 2.00m; bay lengths 0.73m – 3.07m
art. no. 40 ** 150: for bay height 1.50m; bay lengths 1.57m – 3.07m
art. no. 40 ** 100: for bay height 1.00m; bay lengths 1.57m – 3.07m
art. no. 40 ** 050: for bay height 0.50m; bay lengths 1.57m – 3.07m

Base jack locking 
device
art. no. 41 52 003

Base jack
art. no. 11 51 ***; 
0.40m - 0.80m

Head spindle "U"
art. no. 41 59 000

Intermediate deck ledger U
art. no. 40 52 ***; 0.64m - 0.96m
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9. Component overview

Modular lattice girder with 4 wedge heads
art. no. 40 70 ***; 5.14m - 7.71m

Guard net system
art. no. 14 22 ***; 2.07m - 3.07m

Support ledger RE
art. no. 40 50 ***; 0.73m - 3.07m

Modular bracket brace
art. no. 40 10 205

Double tube ledger
art. no. 40 61 ***; 1.57m - 3.07m

Modular U-lattice girder
art. no. 40 71 ***; 3.07m - 7.71m

U-bridging ledger
art. no. 40 65 ***; 1.57m - 3.07m

Modular double end 
guardrail
art. no. 40 62 ***; 
0.73m - 1.09m

Advanced telescopic guardrail
art. no. 14 43 200

Advanced end guardrail
art. no. 14 43 300

Advanced guard-
rail post
art. no. 40 78 000

ALBLITZ stair guardrail, 
aluminium 
art. no. 12 99 ***; 
2.57m - 3.07m

ALBLITZ stairs, 
aluminium 
art. no. 12 98 ***; 
2.57m - 3.07m

Stair guardrail 
holder
art. no. 41 36 300

Spacer tube
art. no. 13 61 ***; 0.40m - 1.50m

Inner guardrail, steel
art. no. 41 28 200

ALBLITZ platform guard-
rail for platform stair 
tower
art. no. 41 29 307
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9. Component overview

Frame deck RE, aluminium
art. no. 41 60 ***; 1.57m - 4.14m

Modular steel plank RE PLUS II
art. no. 40 20 ***; 0.73m - 3.07m

Frame deck, aluminium
art. no. 12 01 ***; 1.57m - 4.14m

Toeboard, timber
art. no. 40 95 ***; 0.73m - 4.14m

Steel plank 0.32m
art. no. 12 21 ***; 0.73m - 3.07m

Solid timber deck
art. no. 12 31 ***; 0.73m - 3.07m

Solid aluminium deck 0.32m
art. no. 12 11 ***; 1.09m - 4.14m ALBLITZ lightweight deck 0.60m, aluminium

art. no. 12 13 ***; 1.57m - 3.07m

Intermediate deck, steel
art. no. 12 25 ***; 1.57m - 3.07m

Intermediate deck RE, steel
art. no. 40 30 ***; 1.57m - 3.07m
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9. Component overview

Aluminium frame deck with hatch-type 
access and ladder 
art. no. 12 04 ***; 2.57m - 3.07m

Solid aluminium frame deck with hatch-type 
access and ladder
art. no. 12 07 ***; 2.57m - 3.07m

Aluminium frame deck RE with hatch-type 
access and ladder
art. no. 41 63 ***; 2.57m - 3.07m

Solid aluminium frame deck RE with hatch-type 
access and ladder
art. no. 41 67 ***; 2.57m - 3.07m

Swivel coupler
art. no. 13 03 019

Suspended scaffolding connector 0.80 m
art. no. 48 75 080
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10. Technical details

Load-bearing capacity:
ALFIX MODUL MULTI

Scaffold connector

Load-bearing capacity:
ALBLITZ Modul

Scaffold connector

Bending moment My, R, d = ± 104 kNcm Bending moment My, R, d = ± 101 kNcm

Normal force N R, d = ± 36 kN Normal force N R, d = ± 31 kN

Vertical cross-load Vz, R, d = ± 35 kN Vertical cross-load Vz, R, d = ± 26 kN

VzVz

Horizontal cross-load V y,R,d = ± 10 kN

Vy Vy

Horizontal cross-load V y,R,d = ± 16 kN

My My
My My

VzVz
VzVz

N N

Vy
Vy Vy

Vy

In the standard version, the scaf-
fold may be used as a working 
scaffold for load classes ≤ 3 with 
system width b=0.732 m and 
bay width l=3.07 m, or for load 
classes ≤ 4 with system width 
b=1.09 m and bay width l=2.57 
m according to DIN EN 12811-
1:2004-03, and as a safety and 
roof safety scaffold acc. to DIN 
4420-1:2004-03.

The upper horizontal level (scaf-
fold layer) must not exceed 24 m, 
plus spindle (jack) extension 
length, above ground level. 
According to the requirements 
of DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, 
Section 6.2.9.2, in the standard 
version, the scaffolding system is 
designed for working operations 
in one scaffolding layer in front 
of an "open" façade (percentage 
of openings = 60 percent) and in 
front of closed façades.

Without any further proofs, the 
standard version must only be 
used if the loads acting within 
the bays do not exceed the 
respective live loads according 
to DIN EN 12811-1:2004-03, 
Table 3.
For the standard version of  
"ALFIX MODUL MULTI" scaf-
folding system, the following 
designation 
 according to DIN EN 12810-
1:2004-03 shall be used:

Scaffold EN 12810-3D-SW06/307-H2-A-LA

Scaffold EN 12810-4D-SW09/257-H2-A-LA
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10. Technical details

When erecting and dismantling the modular scaffold, the provisions of the employer's liability insurance 
association for construction sites, the accident prevention regulations for construction works (BGV 22, 
previously VBG 37) and the instructions and requirements of DIN 4420 or EN 12811 must be observed. In an 
object-related instruction for erection and use and based on a risk and hazard assessment, the contractor is 
entitled to decide in which way the protection against falling must be ensured in an adequate manner under 
the observance of the respective industrial safety regulations. Possible protective actions are technical 
measures, personal fall protection equipment (PPE), and special instructions. As a technical protective 
measure, ALFIX provides two variants of "advanced guardrails", which are documented separately or by 
means of the manuals provided by the "advanced guardrail" manufacturers. If the result of risk assessment 
requires the use of PPE, suitable attachment points on the scaffold must be used, such as, for example, the 
idle outer service aperture of a connecting disc or the outer vertical upright above the deckings (max. 1 m 
above standing height).

Vertical upright: permissible1 upright load (compressive load) or 
tensile load-bearing capacity at screwed-in spigot

Tensile load

Buckling length [m] 1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 2x2 M10 8.8

permissible load N [kN] 64.9 43.7 28.4 14.0 8.2 42.7

U-ledger: permissible1 cross-loads

Ledger
Ledger, 
reinforced

U-bridging ledger

Length L [m] 0.73 1.09 1.57 2.07 2.57 3.07

Permissible uniformly 
distributed load q [kN/m]

17.00 17.50 12.50 9.50 6.70 5.00

Permissible single load  
P [kN/m] in centre

6.00 8.90 11.10 8.20 7.50 6.00

NN

N

N

qq
P

Tube ledger: permissible1 standard load (permissible Z=24 kN)

Bay length [m] 0.73 1.09 1.57 2.07 2.57 3.07

Permissible compressive 
force D [kN]

24.00 24.00 24.00 24.00 18.40 13.40

D D
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Vertical diagonal brace: permissible1 normal force, bay height: 2.0 m

Bay length [m] 0.73 1.09 1.57 2.07 2.57 3.07

Permissible compressive 
force D [kN]

14.70 14.30 12.30 10.30 8.50 6.90

Permissible tensile 
force D [kN]

14.70 15.20 15.20 15.20 15.20 15.20
DV

DV

1: safe load determined using γƴM=1.1 and γƴF=1.5

Load classes of scaffolding decks

S
ca

ff
ol

di
ng

 d
ec

ks

Designation Bay width l (m)
Safety and roof safety 
scaffolding applications

Usage in 
load class

Steel deck 0.32 m ≤ 2.07 permissible 6

2.57 permissible 5

3.07 permissible 4

4.14 permissible 3

Solid wooden deck 0.32 m ≤ 1.57 permissible 6

2.07 permissible 5

2.57 permissible 4

3.07 permissible 3

Solid aluminium deck 0.32 m ≤ 2.07 permissible 6

2.57 permissible 5

3.07 permissible 4

4.14 - 3

ALBLITZ lightweight deck 0.60m, 
aluminium

1.57 permissible 4

2.07 permissible 4

2.57 permissible 4

3.07 permissible 3

Aluminium frame platform 0.60 m
with water-resistant screen-printed plywood surface

≤ 3.07 permissible 3

Aluminium frame platform 0.60 m
with hatch-type access and storey ladder

≤ 3.07 permissible 3

Solid aluminium frame platform 0.60 m
with hatch-type access and storey ladder 2.57 permissible 4

3.07 permissible 3

Aluminium frame platform 0.60 m
with hatch-type access, without ladder

≤ 3.07 permissible 3
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Parameters of horizontal diagonal braces (extract from the approval number Z-8.22-906)

H
or

iz
on

ta
l d

ia
go

na
l 

br
ac

es

Bay length (m) Bay width (m) NH,R,d (kN)

2.07 0.73 3.03

2.57 0.73 3.00

3.07 1.09 2.95

Cross-section values of base jacks

B
as

e 
ja

ck

The equivalent cross-section values of spindle to be used for stress analyses and deformation calculations according to DIN 4425 are to be assumed as follows:

A = AS = 3.52 cm2

I = 4.00 cm4

Wel = 2.68 cm3

Wpl = 1.25 x 2.68 = 3.35 cm3

NH,R,d

NH,R,d

Working loads on scaffold layers

S
ca

ff
ol

d 
la

ye
rs

Load class
Uniformly distributed load q1 

in kN/m²
Load concentrated on a 

500 mm x 500 mm area, F1 in kN
Load concentrated on a 

200 mm x 200 mm area, F2 in kN
Partial area load

q2 in kN/m2 Partial area factor 
ap

1)

1 0.75 1.50 1.00 - -

2 1.50 1.50 1.00 - -

3 2.00 1.50 1.00 - -

4 3.00 3.00 1.00 5.00 0.4

5 4.50 3.00 1.00 7.50 0.4

6 6.00 3.00 1.00 10.00 0.5

Clearance classes

S
ca

ff
ol

d 
la

ye
rs Class

Clearance

Between scaffold layers h3 

Between scaffold layers and transoms or 
scaffold retainers h1a and h1b

Shoulder height  
h2

H1 h3 ≥ 1.90 m 1.75 m ≤ h1a ≤ 1.90 m
1.75 m ≤ h1b ≤ 1.90 m

h2 ≥ 1.60 m

H2

h2 ≥ 1.90 m h1a ≥ 1.90 m
h1b ≥ 1.90 m

h2 ≥ 1.75 m

Width classes

S
ca

ff
ol

d 
la

ye
rs

Width class w in m

W06 0.6 ≤ w ≤ 0.9

W09 0.9 ≤ w ≤ 1.2

W12 1.2 ≤ w ≤ 1.5

W15 1.5 ≤ w ≤ 1.8

W18 1.8 ≤ w ≤ 2.1

W21 2.1 ≤ w ≤ 2.4

W24 2.4 ≤ w

Designation of a scaffolding system according to EN 12810-1 (example)

Scaffold EN 12810 - 4 D - SW09/257 - H2 - A - LA

Scaffold EN 12810 Frame scaffold (modular scaffold) according to DIN EN 12810-1

4 Load class 4 (see Table 3 DIN EN 12811-1)

D
Vertical drop tests on deck surface 

(D = calculated with drop test, N = without drop test)

SW09/257
Width class (see table 1 DIN EN 12811-1); here: 
between 0.90 m and 1.20 m / bay length 2.57 m

H2 Headroom class (see Table 2 DIN EN 12811-1)

A without sheeting (A = without sheeting, B = with sheeting)

LA with ladder (LA = ladder, ST = stairway, LS = with both)
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h 3 ≥
 1

90
0

c

b

w
≤ 30

h 2

h 1bh 1a

≤ 150 ≤ 150p

Clear heights and widths of scaffold layers

b Open passageway clearance, 500 mm is the  
 minimum requirement, and ( c - 250 mm)

c Clear spacing between posts

h1b, h1b Clear width between scaffold layers and   
 transoms or scaffold retainers

h2 Clear shoulder height

h3 Clear height between scaffold layers

p Clear width in the head area; 300 mm is the  
 minimum requirement, and  (c - 450 mm)

w Width of scaffold layers
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Comments



SALE OF
 — Work and safety scaffolds
 — Mobile scaffold towers 
 — Temporary roofs
 — Chimney scaffolds  
 — Accessories

HIRE OF
 — Work and safety scaffolds 
 — Mobile scaffold towers 
 — Temporary roofs

ALFIX MODUL MULTI

ALFIX GmbH
Langhennersdorfer Straße 15
D-09603 Großschirma

Phone: +49 (0) 37328 / 800-100
Fax:       +49 (0) 37328 / 800-199
email: info@alfix-systems.com
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